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The humane income system 

 
 

In a society with a human income system 
there is no more unemployment 

 

The humane income system offers every citizen 
guaranteed paid work anytime, anywhere. 

 

The humane income system pays 
The qualified education of parents and single parents, services that serve society,  

achievements that strengthen one's own personality, knowledge and abilities. 

 

The humane income system means for the economy 
Total flexibility in personnel deployment, including elimination of notice periods,  

loss of social responsibility in financial terms for the staff, 

greater competitiveness against systems without a human income system. 
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The humane income system 

 

Always have work whenever you want – paid learning 

Those who learn do something for themselves and for the society. It has been proven that the 

quality of life in a country is directly related to the educational level of the population. Umso höher 

der Bildungsgrad ist, umso höher ist die Lebensqualität in einem Land. 

Learning is a performance that strengthens and promotes one's own personality and also serves 

society. That is why the humane income system pays for all learning achievements, that meet 

these conditions. 

You can always learn, for a lifetime. No life is long enough to learn everything, what you could 

learn. That is why it is guaranteed that everyone can provide life-long learning, whenever he / she 

wants. Unlearning for medical or age reasons can be compensated financially. 

Since the humane income system pays for learning, a lifelong income can be guaranteed. You 

can always learn. Whoever learns in any way, learns in a school, on the Internet, in educational 

institutions and other teaching facilities, can earn money with their learning, anytime. In higher 

education levels, more can be earned, as well as better learning performance and with higher rel-

evance of education to society.  

 

Everyone determines what he / she wants to learn and how much time he / she wants to learn. 

Part time, full time or not at all. Who does not work / learn / educate does not deserve anything. 

But always if you want to earn money, you can work or learn. Because you can always learn what 

you want, you can find, develop and promote your personality. 

 
 

Paid educational achievement of parents 

Proper education of children is a particularly important achievement that serves society and pro-

motes and strengthens the personality of children and thus of future generations. Therefore, the 

humane income system pays the qualified parenting benefits. 

Every child has an absolute right to quality education, which strengthens and promotes the child's 

personality. Since every child is "vulnerable" to bringing up the parents, regardless of whether the 

parents are good or bad parents, children have the right to a qualified education (learned and 

graduate education that promotes the child in personality and personality development as well as 

in integration and education ability to cooperate).  

Skilled parenting skills are trained (through paid learning) and adapted to the age of the children. 

In addition, the educational performance, like any other performance, is checked for quality. This 

guarantees optimal, high-quality education for each child and optimal promotion and strengthening 

of the personality. 

 Qualified education means real equal opportunity for every child. 
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Other benefits paid by the humane income system 

In addition to learning achievements and qualified educational services, the humane income sys-

tem can also pay for additional benefits that are useful to the society, e.g. private care services of 

the sick and the elderly. 

Activities that protect the environment can also be paid and learned through the human income 

system.  

Any benefit paid by the humane income system is to qualify (training) for optimal performance. 

 
 

Financing of the human income system 

On the one hand, the financing of the human income system takes place by means of the money 

that goes into unemployment insurance and social assistance. The previous deductions in the 

economy or taxes are left and re-flow into the humane income system. Furthermore, the humane 

income system generates not insignificant savings in the health sector and in the fight against 

crime, which can be used to finance the human income system. Further savings result in the 

economy, which now has a totally flexible and therefore much more cost-effective, yet more so-

cially acceptable staffing. From these savings, the economy spares off a part that is also used to 

finance the humane income system. 

For the humane income system to be really humane, a corresponding minimum income is re-

quired. For paid learning, a minimum income of CHF 3300.00 per month is therefore required for a 

benefit of 100% for Switzerland. The maximum possible income for learning achievements should 

be CHF 7500.00. 

Depending on the level of "unemployment" in the economy or state and the proportion of self-

employed the cost of paid learning varies. If the cost of paid learning increases, the VAT can be 

increased accordingly, as well as the deductions in the economy. 

There is a point where the system collapses. Imagine that the economy and most state agencies 

are fully automated (robots). If that's the case, people will no longer have jobs and will not be able 

to buy anything from the economy, causing the economy to collapse as well. We are moving to-

wards this scenario. 

In this case, the economy (also in its own interest) has to pay a learning cost deduction for the 

automation used which finances the humane income system. With it all have work and can buy 

goods and services of the economy. The money supply regulation must be done by the state, i.e. 

the state National Bank. 

The financing of the human income system can be fully adapted to the circumstances and is 

therefore never really a problem. This is shown in detail in the book "The abolition of unemploy-

ment" and proven for every economy, including fully automated ones.  
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Important benefits of the human income system 

 
 

In the following tables you will find information about the human income system, which will give 

you detailed knowledge. 

Factors determining the amount of the fee for learning 

factor effect  

relevance of the learning material for society higher relevance = higher remuneration  

level of education level higher education level = higher pay 

quality of learning success higher grades = higher pay 

learning time part time / full time (anytime and freely selectable) 

learning ability will be considered * / lesson tuned 
 

* If the learning ability is e.g. only 50% have a learning supplement of 50% on the learning fee. 

 

Personal effects of the self-determined and chosen learning area 

effect comment  

promotion of personality determination you can learn what you want 

promotion of personality education you learn what you want 

strengthening the personality better education, higher understanding / morality 

  

increased efficiency what you love to do - do you best 

increased satisfaction because you can do what suits you 

increased health less pressure/compulsion to do something inappropriate 

increased sense of freedom you are on the way that suits you 

 

Effects of the framework conditions by the humane income system 

factor effect  

life planning financial independence and security 

family planning financial independence and security 

increased sense of freedom financial independence and security 

increased sense of security heavily diminished crime, financial freedom 
 

 

Societal effects through guaranteed, lifetime guaranteed paid learning performance 

effect impact  

increased public health increased quality of life in the country ** 
increased educational level of the people increased quality of life in the country ** 

increased popular morality lower crime / increased education 

  

heavily diminished crime no crime due to lack of income 

decline in prostitution no forced prostitution due to lack of income 

decrease in drug abuse no drug trafficking for lack of income 

decline in the illegal drug trafficking no drug trafficking for lack of income 

  

decline in loneliness social contacts / contacts with like interested people 
 

** scientifically proven 
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Economical effects through guaranteed, lifetime guaranteed paid learning performance 

factor effect  

competitiveness higher against countries without a human income system 

  

human resource planning free personnel planning / No social responsibility 

more educated staff ALL are formed who do not otherwise make money 

more motivated staff everybody learns / works what he likes and suits him 

personnel costs better calculable / employees only as needed 

reduced staff costs employees only as needed 

workforce free - full time / Part time / temporary / long term assignments 

  

increased work ethic free occupation / job choice - part-time / full-time work 

increased joy of work free occupation / job choice - part-time / full-time work 

increased quality of work everybody learns / works what he likes and suits him 
 

 

Financial savings through guaranteed, lifetime guaranteed paid learning performance 

factor impact  

elimination of costs social security and unemployment insurance are eliminated 

high cost savings in Healthcare / In the fight against crime 

cost reductions at consequences of crime 

cost reductions in health care, especially in psychosomatic diseases 
 

People and interest groups 

group possibilities  

parents paid education / part-time work 

single parent paid education / part-time work 

family planner paid education / part-time work 

  

employee free career choice / part-time work 

employer free personnel planning / No social responsibility 

part-time employees free workload / Free career choice 

  

retraining free career choice / part-time work 

further developments part-time work / career reinforcement 

  

artists part-time work / scholarships 

freedom lovers part-time work / Free life determination 

  

security needy reduction of crime / increase in education 

moral lovers Increasing the level of education / reduction of prostitution 

  

solution-oriented clearly defined solutions / realizable solutions 

skeptic people clearly defined solutions / realizable solutions 

  

lonely people social contacts / contacts with like interested people 

  

prostitute abolition of forced prostitution / free choice of occupation 

  

pensioner social contacts / contacts with like interested people 

invalid Improved integration / Improved value of the feeling of valence 

learning disabilities Improved integration / Improved value of the feeling of valence 
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Benefits that are paid by the humane income system 

services type of performance or place of performance 

achieved learning achievements at Internet schools or at ordinary schools 

field of learning achievement free choice / income according to importance for the society 

levels of education the higher the educational level, the higher the learning fee 

  

education services qualification through paid training / quality control 

  

social benefits qualification through paid training / quality control 

kind of social achievement e.g. nursing and old-age care in private surroundings *** 
 

*** Social benefits are benefits that for some parts of society or parts require our environment for 

 A certain time of our particular use. This may include special environmental / nature clean up,  

private care and assistance, private care and assistance, temporary private childcare (qualify- 

 ing educational services), disaster relief. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The humane income system 

The facts without the basics and backgrounds 

All facts, basics and background are listed in the book "The abolition of unemployment". Here are 

the facts listed in the book "The abolition of unemployment". 

 Unemployment will be abolished by the introduction of the state humane income system. 

 

 The state humane income system pays important benefits that are not paid today, but which 

serve society and the economy, thus reducing unemployment.  

 

In particular, the humane income system pays for education or learning achievements of the 

learner, but also other services such as the educational achievements of parents. 

 

 The humane income system promotes personality development and the self-realization of each 

individual. 
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 The humane income system promotes job satisfaction and work efficiency to the satisfaction of 

employees and employers, which will become more "competitive". 

 

 The humane income system gives the economy the complete freedom of flexible personnel 

recruitment and dismissal and thus gives the economy a huge new play area. 

 

 The humane income system promotes the competitiveness of the economy towards countries 

with today's systems where there is unemployment. 

 

 The humane income system promotes the availability of skilled workers for the economy. 

 

 Financing will be provided in phase 1 mainly through the abolition of social services and unem-

ployment insurance, with the same deductions for workers and employers as they have hither-

to, as well as non-modifying taxes and huge cost reductions in health care, as well as some 

other savings in other areas through the humane income system (such as crime and the costs 

of fighting it), because anyone can earn money for their lives at any time. Even a small VAT in-

crease is necessary if the humane income system is to be really humane, so wants to be hu-

manely and decent and is a real basic income that equals at least the minimum wage today. 

 

 Financing will be slightly different in phase 2. At the latest when today's social systems collapse 

(for example, through high-level automation and mass unemployment, which the social work 

can no longer finance), but also much earlier, a few changes in the monetary system can start 

funding Phase 2 of the human income system, regardless of how many jobs the economy and 

the state can provide. 

 

 The humane income system has no political color, but is a humane system that promotes peo-

ple and individuals to act more humane and decent and be self-treated in the same way.. 

 

 The humane income system promotes the feeling of freedom and, to the highest degree, the 

mental and spiritual health and consequently the physical health. 

 

 The humane income system can greatly avert fraud on the people and secure democracy as 

well as solve the pension, refugee and cultural mixing problem through Phase 2 funding.  

 

 


